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ABSTRACT

This paper presents ABStractme, a tool for modeling the simulated environment in agent-based simulations. Differently from existing alternatives, ABStractme allows specification of the environment in terms of concerns, which improve modularization. Moreover, it supports the modeling of setup aspects of the simulation, in addition to entities and the spatial abstraction. The tool generates ready-to-use code for the NetLogo simulation platform. A user study provided evidence that ABStractme is useful, enjoyable, and easy to use and learn.

Demonstration video: https://youtu.be/Z4DeVDwdjVw
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1. INTRODUCTION

Agent-based simulations (ABs) have been widely used to understand complex systems. Building an agent-based simulation is a challenging task that has been investigated in the area of Agent-based Modeling and Simulation. The simulated environment, on which entities and agents are located, is a key element that must be specified in ABs. In addition to the spatial abstraction, setup aspects must be considered in order to run a simulation: model parameters and strategies for creating and initializing entities. Despite the particular characteristics of each application area, these aspects share recurrent elements. However, they are often specified from scratch for every new simulation, through setup routines. Researchers have already argued about the demand for alternatives that increase the abstraction level and potentially ease the construction of ABs.

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are a promising approach to support this demand. DSLs are modeling or programming languages specifically tailored to a particular domain, being able to express domain-specific high-level abstractions. Previous work has been done to increase the abstraction level of ABMs or provide support in other ways. However, they are limited to DSLs focused on specifying general purpose multiagent systems, abstract approaches that do not provide elements for modeling either the environment or its setup or simulation platforms that do not provide a rich set of high-level, recurrent abstractions for ABMS.

In this paper, we present ABStractme, an Eclipse plugin that supports ABS development. Given that the there are many aspects associated with ABS, e.g. structure and dynamic behavior, our tool currently provides support to model the simulated environment, which is the basis of any ABS. The tool provides an implementation to the DSL4ABMS language, which addresses the aforementioned aspects often left out of the scope of existing tools. Moreover, it provides the concept of concern, which is a grouping of model elements according to a particular aspect of the simulated environment. This supports the specification of the environment in a modularized way. The DSL4ABMS elements were identified based on a bottom-up domain analysis, which considered a set of 18 existing simulations (17 from the CoMSES Net Computational Model Library and one related to the Haiti Earthquake). The key features of ABStractme are: (i) specification of environment concerns; (ii) modeling of individual concerns; and (iii) code generation to the NetLogo platform. A user study assessed the impact of DSL4ABMS in the comprehension of agent-based simulations. Results indicate that our language can indeed facilitate understanding of agent-based simulations, mainly when they include complex entities.

2. THE ABSTRACTME TOOL

ABStractme was built upon Graphiti and thus is integrated with the Eclipse platform. Figure 1 shows the graphical interface of ABStractme, which is composed of three main views. The Project Explorer view (A) shows the projects created by the designer, as usual in the Eclipse platform. In this view, the designer can manage projects and diagrams. The Diagram Editor (B) is the main view of the ABStractme, in which the designer models the ABS environment. The modeling elements of the DSL4ABMS are provided in the Palette view (C), from which the designer can drag and drop elements into the diagram.

Following the specification of the DSL4ABMS, ABStractme organizes the environment model into an overview diagram and concern diagrams. The goal of the overview diagram (shown in Figure 1B) is to specify the many concerns associated with the ABS environment. This provides scalability to the environment modeling, as it is split into modularized parts, and supports the parallel modeling of each
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concern by different domain experts. This is useful mainly when modeling simulations composed of a number of subsystems [24]. Moreover, the overview diagram captures the title and purpose of the simulation, with a description. A diamond represents each concern, with its description beside it. If there is more than one concern, they are shown as a stack to emphasize that they represent the decomposition of the simulation into conceptual layers. Except for the bottom layer, there is no semantics associated with the ordering, and designers can choose an order using any criteria, such as abstraction level. The concern in the bottom layer, in turn, always represents the spatial abstraction of the environment in which there are situated entities. The designer chooses the appropriate abstraction among those available: grid, cartesian space, or graph. Then, the name of the spatial unit can be set to a meaningful term according to the vocabulary of the application area of the simulation.

When the designer double-clicks a concern element, ABStractme opens the corresponding concern diagram. Examples of concern diagrams are shown in Figure 2. In this type of diagram, it is possible to model elements of the concern, which can include parameters and entities with attributes and relationships. The following relationships between entities are supported, each with a particular semantics: composition, to represent that the entity is composed of others; container, to represent that the entity may contain others; and association, to represent relationships with other semantics between two entities (e.g., friendship between people). Setup aspects must be specified in order to run a simulation. For specifying how an entity is created, a creation strategy must be selected. It can be designer defined, in which the designer specifies the number of entities that are created and their locations. Alternatively, CSV, GIS, or shape files can be chosen, in which entities are created according to the content of the file provided. How model parameters or entity attributes are initialized must also be specified. Provided options range from parameter- or entity-specific initialization (static, manual, expression, parameter, being the last limited to entity attributes) to the initialization in batch through files (CSV, GIS, and shape).

ABStractme also provides code generation for the NetLogo simulation platform [25]. Statements that define the spatial abstraction and entities, visual components for manual inputs, and routines that create and initialize entities from files are automatically generated. The produced code is ready-to-use, as opposed to existing similar agent-based tools that usually generate only code skeletons. The designer just needs to open the generated file using NetLogo and press the setup button to have all the environment model created.

3. EVALUATION

The usability of ABStractme was evaluated by means of a user study. Ten volunteers—undergraduate and graduate students of the Institute of Informatics at UFRGS—were submitted to a modeling session. Study participants had to model the environment of the Haiti Earthquake [3] using ABStractme, based on a given DSL4ABMS model as the goal was to evaluate the tool usability only, together with the compliance of ABStractme with the DSL4ABMS specification. Before the modeling session, participants were asked to fill a background form. 60% reported little or no knowledge in ABMS, and 40% reported intermediary knowledge. After the modeling session, a post-evaluation based on the Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of use questionnaire [15] was applied (complete results are available elsewhere [4]).

Overall, 98% of the participants agreed (above the intermediate level) that the tool is useful, enjoyable, and easy to use and learn. Participants emphasized the intuitive interface of ABStractme and the ability to specify concerns using distinct diagrams allowing a clear separation of concern in models. The impossibility of resizing elements and the difficulty to edit text fields, despite being reported as negative aspects, can be easily fixed in future releases.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented ABStractme, a novel tool for modeling the simulated environment in ABS. Besides features for modeling using visual diagrams in terms of concerns, the tool provides code generation for the NetLogo simulation platform that seamlessly produces ready-to-execute code. Ongoing work already addresses other ABS aspects to complement environment specification, such as dynamic aspects. Our long-term goal is to provide a comprehensive model-driven approach to ABS.
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